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H. W. Singer
This important book is a good statement of what
might be described as a middle-of-the-road or
fairly standard position in the Group of 77 on the
list of demands and proposals for a new inter-
national economic order more beneficial to the
developing countries. It reads almost like a
literary paraphrase of the basic Resolution on the
New International Economic Order adopted at
the Seventh Special Session of the UN General
Assembly. In other words, for those who want
a representative view of the position of develop-
ing countries this represents useful reading.
There are some good points which are new, at
least to this reviewer. These include the proposal
for 'oil aid' (p. 66); a good argument for index-
ing of aid deriving from the time lag between
negotiations, commitments and actual disburse-
ments; a useful six-page bibliography on the New
International Economic Order debate; and an
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equally useful appendix containing a matrix of
trade flows and flows of financial resources for
15 regions of the world for 1976.
On the other hand, there are also some question-
able points. In the basic first table the grouping
of countries is idiosyncratic: Algeria and Libya
are counted as part of the North Block, while
Israel, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, the Emirates and
Kuwait are counted as part of the South Block.
It is incorrect to say (p. 43) that in spite of the
multilateral trade negotiations tariffs have
remained 'more or less rigid'; the real trouble is
elsewhere, in non-tariff barriers and in the
escalation of tariffs. It is not correct to say (p. 50)
that the proposed Common Fund 'also provides
for compensatory financing'. In the section deal-
ing with technology the point is missed that
developing countries have no overall choice of
technologytheir overall level of technology is
determined by their resource endowment adjusted
for external flows.
But these errors are minor pointsbroadly speak-
ing, one can support most of the statements and
formulations presented.
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